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1 Bags

According to Google, a bag is a data-structure which admits four operations

• create an empty bag

• add an item

• is the bag empty?

• size (number of items)

I call the following structure a ‘bag,’ though maybe it should be called a ‘dynamic array.’

typedef char * BAG_ITEM; // i.e., the bag contains character strings.

#define BAG_CAPACITY 1000

#define BAG_INCREMENT 100

typedef struct

{

int last, capacity;

BAG_ITEM * item; // item[] an array of given capacity

} BAG;

BAG * make_bag();

void add_to_bag ( BAG_ITEM x, BAG * bag );

int bag_is_empty ( BAG * bag );

int bag_size ( BAG * bag );

int count_in_bag ( BAG_ITEM x, BAG * bag );

void delete_from_bag ( BAG_ITEM x, BAG * bag );

void show_bag();
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void decr ( char * x ) // decr -- delete cr (carriage return, newline)

// replaces first newline by \0, truncating string.

{

while ( *x != ’\0’ )

if ( *x == ’\n’ )

*x = ’\0’;

else

++x;

}

int all_blank ( char * x )

{

while ( *x != ’\0’ )

if ( isspace ( *x ) )

++x;

else

return 0;

return 1;

}

char * copy_string ( char * s )

{

int size = strlen(s) + 1;

char *copy;

copy = (char*) malloc ( size );

snprintf(copy, size, "%s", s );

return copy;

}

BAG * make_bag()

{

BAG * bag = (BAG*) malloc ( sizeof (BAG) );

bag -> last = -1;

bag -> capacity = BAG_CAPACITY;

bag->item = (BAG_ITEM*) calloc ( BAG_CAPACITY, sizeof ( BAG_ITEM ) );

return bag;

}

void add_to_bag ( BAG_ITEM x, BAG * bag )

{

if ( bag->capacity <= bag->last + 1 )
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{

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR adding to a full bag, abort\n");

exit (-1);

}

++ ( bag->last );

bag->item [ bag->last ] = x;

}

int bag_size ( BAG * bag )

{

return bag->last + 1;

}

int bag_is_empty ( BAG * bag )

{

return bag->last == -1;

}

int count_in_bag ( BAG_ITEM x, BAG * bag )

{

int i, count;

count = 0;

for (i=0; i<=bag->last; ++i)

if ( strcmp ( x, bag->item[i] ) == 0 )

++ count;

return count;

}

void delete_from_bag ( BAG_ITEM x, BAG * bag )

{

int i;

for (i=0; i<=bag->last; ++i)

if ( strcmp ( bag->item[i], x ) == 0 )

{

if ( i < bag->last )

bag->item[i] = bag->item[bag->last];

-- ( bag->last );

return;

}

fprintf(stderr,"WARNING deleting %s not in bag\n", x);

}
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void show_bag ( BAG * bag )

{

int i;

int line_len;

line_len = 0;

printf("show bag size %d\n", bag_size(bag));

for ( i=0; i<=bag->last; ++i )

{

line_len += 1 + strlen ( bag->item[i] );

if ( line_len <= 60 )

printf("%s ", bag->item[i]);

else

{

printf("%s\n", bag->item[i]);

line_len = strlen ( bag->item[i] );

}

}

printf("\n");

}

This was tested in a program which had a series of commands as follows:

+ We

+ know

+ that

+ you

+ know

+ that

+ highly

?

- know

- know

- know

?

+ esteem

+ the

etcetera

This interprets + as adding a string, − as deleting, ? as either to dump the contents or to
count the number of occurrences of a given string. The result is

show bag size 7

We know that you know that highly

deleting know
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Figure 1: heap order: a ≤ b, but possibly f < b.

deleting know

deleting know

WARNING:know: not in bag

show bag size 5

We highly that you that

show bag size 35

We highly that you that esteem the kind of Learning taught in

those Colleges, and that the Maintenance of our young Men,

while with you, would be very expensive to you. We are convinc’d,

therefore,

2 Heaps and heapsort

A heap is a data-structure which permits two operations

make_heap

min element (ties broken arbitrarily)

delete_min

add a new element to the heap

Of course these can be accomplished with our primitive [[bag]] structure, but the following
arrangement will ensure faster running times.

The trick is to keep the heap sorted in a kind of a way, but not fully sorted, which is too
unwieldy. The heap elements are stored in an array [[item]], and we think of them in a tree-like
arrangement as depicted.

The heap illustrated has six elements stored in array entries 0 to 5. In the language of
trees, 0 is the ‘root’ and the parent of a node indexed i, where 1 ≤ i < 6, is the entry indexed
(i− 1)/2.

(The C language dictates that array indexing begins at 0, not 1. If it began at 1 then the
arrangement would be different and the calculation slightly easier.)

In the language of trees, the array indexes are viewed as ‘nodes.’ In this tree every node
has 0, 1, or 2 children. The children of i are 2i+ 1 and 2i+ 2, whichever of these are in range.

(2.1) Definition An array is (min-at-root) heap-ordered if, whenever a node a has a parent
b, the data stored at a is ≥ the data stored at b.
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We say that b is lighter than a.
Therefore the item stored at the root is a minimum, though the minimum need not be unique.
An array is almost heap ordered if for at most one parent-child pair b, a, is b heavier than

a.

There are specialised primitive operations on a heap: sift up and sift down.
Below is code which sorts a list of strings by means of a heap.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>

typedef int HEAP_ITEM;

typedef struct

{

int capacity, count;

HEAP_ITEM * item;

} HEAP;

int heap_is_empty ( HEAP * heap )

{

return heap->count <= 0;

}

Now for sift up(). This is used when the heap is ‘almost’ heap-ordered, except that the
item at location k may be lighter than its parent. Actually, elements are shifted down the heap
(from parent to child) to make room for the out-of-place element.1

void sift_up ( HEAP * heap, int k )

{

int i,j;

HEAP_ITEM temp;

int finished, compar;

i = k;

temp = heap->item[i];

finished = 0;

while( i > 0 && ! finished )

{

j = (i-1)/2;

compar = heap->item[j] - temp;

if ( compar <= 0 )

1 A small mistake (where temp is copied) has been corrected.
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Figure 2: sift up: x is copied to temp, its parent overwrites x, and so on up to b which is
heavier than x and overwrites c; a is not heavier than x. Then x overwrites b.

{

finished = 1;

}

else // Once the else-branch has been taken,

// heap order has been restored at the

// expense of duplicating one of the heap

// elements. The parent is copied to i.

{

heap->item[i] = heap->item[j];

i = j;

}

}

heap->item[i] = temp;

}

Now for sift down, where the heap is almost heap-ordered except that item[k] might be
too heavy. In this case, item is moved to a place further down the tree, while items are copied
from child to parent. Compare with sift up where items are copied from parent to child. One
must always raise the lighter child, otherwise the heap-property will be violated.

void sift_down ( HEAP * heap, int k, int n )

{

int i,j;

HEAP_ITEM temp;

int finished, compar;

i = k;

temp = heap->item[i];

finished = 0;

while( 2 * i + 1 < n && ! finished )

// i has at least one child
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{

j = 2 * i + 1;

if ( j < n-1 && heap->item[j+1] - heap->item[j] < 0 )

++j;

// Always raise the lighter child

compar = temp - heap->item [j];

// if compar <= 0, then temp is <= both

// children of i, and will overwrite i.

if ( compar <= 0 )

finished = 1;

else

{

heap->item[i] = heap->item[j];

i = j;

}

}

heap->item[i] = temp;

}

Build heap installs the given array, and uses sift up, working up the tree, to establish heap
order. This is counter-intuitive but efficient.

/*

* Build heap uses the array supplied,

* does not copy it.

*/

HEAP * build_heap ( int count, int key[] )

{

HEAP * heap = (HEAP*) malloc(sizeof(HEAP));

int i;

int finished;

heap->capacity = count;

heap->count = count;

heap->item = key;

if ( heap->count > 0 )

{
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for (i=(heap->count-1)/2; i>=0; --i)

{

sift_down ( heap, i, heap->count );

}

}

return heap;

}

/*

* minimum and delete_min

*/

HEAP_ITEM minimum ( HEAP * heap )

{

if ( heap_is_empty ( heap ) )

{

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR min called on empty heap, abort\n");

exit(-1);

}

return heap-> item[0];

}

void delete_min ( HEAP * heap )

{

HEAP_ITEM temp;

if ( heap_is_empty ( heap ) )

{

fprintf(stderr,"ERROR min called on empty heap, abort\n");

exit(-1);

}

if ( heap->count > 1 )

{

heap->item[0] = heap->item[ heap-> count - 1 ];

sift_down ( heap, 0, heap->count -1 );

}

-- heap->count;

}

void show_heap ( HEAP * heap )

{
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int i;

printf("heap count %d\n", heap->count);

for (i=0; i<heap->count; ++i)

printf("%d\n", heap->item[i]);

}

main ( int argc, char * argv[] )

{

int nums[1000];

int i,count;

FILE * file;

HEAP * heap;

//file = fopen ( argv[1], "r" );

file = stdin;

count = 0;

int line_len = 0;

while ( fscanf (file, "%d", & ( nums[ count ] ) ) == 1 )

{

char buf[100];

snprintf ( buf, 100, " %d", nums[count] );

int len = strlen(buf) + 1;

if ( line_len + len > 70 )

{

line_len = 0; printf("\n");

}

printf("%s", buf);

line_len += len;

++count;

}

printf("\n");

heap = build_heap ( count, nums );

printf("Sorted:\n");

line_len = 0;

while (! heap_is_empty ( heap ) )

{

char buf[100];

snprintf(buf, 100, " %d", minimum ( heap ) );

int len = strlen(buf) + 1;

if ( line_len + len > 70 )

{
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line_len = 0; printf("\n");

}

printf("%s", buf);

line_len += len;

delete_min (heap);

}

printf("\n");

}

Sample input

12 44 38 36 26 43 8 5 30 14 21 45 15 16 22 4 11 3

37 25 39 40 18 23 1 6 13 28 27 19 34 2 33 7 32 29

20 17 9 24 41 35 10 31 42 13 9 18 3 14 16 4 12 24

20 25 6 23 1 22 8 21 19 7 11 2 17 10 15 5 7 17 14

29 20 10 2 18 4 16 22 19 21 12 30 8 15 27 5 23 25

26 24 6 11 9 1 28 13 3 25 20 31 55 49 35 5 36 39

18 3 12 23 48 13 40 6 28 32 50 1 22 21 33 16 7 34

17 11 46 30 2 52 37 27 8 47 10 38 41 43 44 54 42 51

15 4 14 26 9 24 29 45 53 19 7 13 3 11 8 19 6 21 1

16 12 18 5 14 15 10 9 2 17 4 20 18 30 2 17 14 19

22 9 15 27 5 1 12 20 6 21 11 28 8 24 23 3 13 4 25

16 26 10 29 7 9 20 2 21 7 30 24 27 1 34 25 17 31

18 11 15 32 14 13 3 12 4 16 26 23 6 5 10 33 35 8

19 28 29 22 12 25 8 7 20 55 9 13 3 11 27 36 34 49

39 15 50 28 32 1 5 35 22 52 2 6 41 4 45 26 53 14

54 48 29 40 44 33 19 23 43 16 24 31 37 47 38 10 51

21 46 30 17 18 42

Sorted:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6

6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9

9 9 9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11

11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 16

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 18 18

18 18 18 18 18 18 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 20 20

20 20 20 20 20 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 22 22 22 22

22 22 22 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 24 24 24 24 24 24 24

25 25 25 25 25 25 25 26 26 26 26 26 26 27 27 27 27

27 27 28 28 28 28 28 28 29 29 29 29 29 29 30 30 30

30 30 30 31 31 31 31 32 32 32 32 33 33 33 33 34 34

34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 37 37 37 38 38 38 39 39

39 40 40 40 41 41 41 42 42 42 43 43 43 44 44 44 45

45 45 46 46 47 47 48 48 49 49 50 50 51 51 52 52 53
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Figure 3: singly- and doubly linked lists and circular lists.
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3 Linked lists

A linked list is a set of ‘nodes’ connected by ‘forward’ pointers, possibly backward as well.

• A singly-linked list is a set of ‘nodes’ connected by pointers (I use next) and ending at a
node whose ‘next’ pointer is null.

• A doubly-linked list is like a singly-linked list, except that there are also backward pointer
(I use prev), where the first node has null ‘prev’ field.

These pointers are mutually inverse in the sense that

x->next->prev == x, if x->next != NULL

x->prev->next == x, if x->prev != NULL.

• A circular list is a singly linked list, except that the ‘next’ field in the last node is not
null, but points to the first node.

• A circular doubly-linked list is like a doubly-linked list, except that the ’next’ field in the
last node points to the first, and the ’prev’ field in the first node points to the last.

Circular doubly-linked lists are very useful in connection with graphs.

typedef int LIST_ITEM;

typedef struct SLL_NODE

{

LIST_ITEM_TYPE item;

struct SLL_NODE * next;

} SLL_NODE;

typedef struct DLL_NODE
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{

LIST_ITEM_TYPE item;

struct DLL_NODE * next, * prev;

} DLL_NODE;

Linked lists can be used in the same way as ‘bags.’ Insertion is easy. Deletion is quicker
with doubly-linked lists.

typedef struct {

SLL_NODE * first, * last;

} S_LIST;

typedef struct {

DLL_NODE * first, * last;

} D_LIST

• To create a singly-linked list. Using calloc, the ‘first’ field is automatically initialised to
null.

• To add an item to a singly-linked list

• To match a value in a singly-linked list

• To delete some occurrence of a value from a singly-linked list.

In the following example, it is character strings which are stored. Equality test is different,
and copying is necessary. Almost all the code is included below.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <string.h>

#include <ctype.h>

void decr ( char * x )

{

while ( *x != ’\0’ )

if ( *x == ’\n’ )

*x = ’\0’;

else

++x;

}

char * copy_string ( char * x )

{

int size = strlen(x) + 1;

char * result = malloc (size);
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snprintf ( result, size, "%s", x );

return result;

}

int all_blank ( char * x )

{

while ( *x != ’\0’ )

if ( ! isspace ( *x ) )

return 0;

else

++x;

return 1;

}

typedef char * LIST_ITEM;

typedef struct SLL_NODE

{

LIST_ITEM item;

struct SLL_NODE * next;

} SLL_NODE;

typedef struct DLL_NODE

{

LIST_ITEM item;

struct DLL_NODE * next, * prev;

} DLL_NODE;

typedef struct {

SLL_NODE * first, * last;

} S_LIST;

typedef struct {

DLL_NODE * first, * last;

} D_LIST;

SLL_NODE * make_slist_node ()

{

return (SLL_NODE *) calloc(1, sizeof (SLL_NODE) );

}

S_LIST * make_s_list ()

{

return (S_LIST*) calloc (1, sizeof (S_LIST) );
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}

void add_first_single ( LIST_ITEM x, S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * n = make_slist_node ();

n->item = copy_string ( x );

if ( list->first == NULL )

list->first = list->last = n;

else

{

n->next = list->first;

list->first = n;

}

}

void add_last_single ( LIST_ITEM x, S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * n = make_slist_node ();

n->item = copy_string ( x );

if ( list->first == NULL )

list->first = list->last = n;

else

{

list->last->next = n;

list->last = n;

}

}

SLL_NODE * match_in_slist ( LIST_ITEM x, S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * p = list->first;

int found;

found = 0;

while ( p!= NULL && ! found )

{

if ( strcmp ( p->item, x ) == 0 )

found = 1;

else

p = p->next;

}

return p; // possibly NULL
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}

int slist_size ( S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * p;

int count;

count = 0;

p = list->first;

while ( p != NULL )

{

++count;

p = p->next;

}

return count;

}

int count_matches ( LIST_ITEM x, S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * p;

int count;

count = 0;

p = list->first;

while ( p != NULL )

{

if ( strcmp ( x, p->item ) == 0 )

++count;

p = p->next;

}

return count;

}

void delete_single ( LIST_ITEM x, S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * p, *q;

int found;

p = list->first;

q = NULL;

found = 0;

while ( p!=NULL && ! found )

{

if ( strcmp ( x, p->item ) == 0 )
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found = 1;

else

{

q = p;

p = p->next;

}

}

if ( found )

{

if ( q == NULL )

list->first = p->next;

else

q->next = p->next;

} // MEMORY LEAK!

else

{

printf("ERROR: delete item %s not there\n", x);

}

}

void show_list ( S_LIST * list )

{

SLL_NODE * p;

p = list->first;

printf("Show list:\n");

while ( p != NULL )

{

printf("%s\n", p->item);

p = p->next;

}

}

main()

{

char buffer[200];

S_LIST * list;

int count;

list = make_s_list();

while ( fgets ( buffer, 200, stdin ) != NULL )
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{

decr ( buffer );

switch ( buffer[0] )

{

case ’+’:

add_first_single ( buffer+2, list );

break;

case ’-’:

delete_single ( buffer+2, list );

break;

case ’?’:

if ( all_blank ( buffer+1 ) )

show_list ( list );

else

{

count = count_matches ( buffer+2, list );

printf("%s occurs %d times\n", buffer+2, count );

}

break;

default:

printf("initial character %c undefined action\n", buffer[0]);

}

}

}

This program handles ‘actions’ as previously with ‘bags.’

+ We + know + that ? you

+ highly - esteem + the + kind

+ of ? highly - highly - highly

? the + taught ? esteem ?

with output

you occurs 0 times

ERROR: delete item esteem not there

highly occurs 1 times

ERROR: delete item highly not there

the occurs 1 times

esteem occurs 0 times

Show list:

taught

of

kind

the

that
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know

We

The doubly-linked list allows more freedom to ‘move around.’ In a doubly-linked list, given
the address of a node, it is easy to delete it; not so a singly-linked list.

4 Binary trees and binary search trees

4.1 Binary trees

(4.1) Trees are very useful in Computer Science; the idea is based on something like family
trees.

(4.2) Definition A forest consists of a finite set of nodes, together with a ‘parent’ function
defined on some of the nodes.

It is required that the ‘parent’ function — write it as p() for brevity — is acyclic. This
means that no node u is a proper ancestor of itself,2 i.e., there is no node u such that

u = p(p(p . . . p(u) . . .))

A root in the forest is a node with no parent.
A tree is a forest which either is empty or has exactly one root.
The children of a node u are those nodes whose parent is u. A leaf is a node with no

children.3

This section is concerned with binary trees. A binary tree has three partial functions,
parent, left (left child) , and right (right child). Also,

• For every node v, the children of v are the left and right child, where they exist.

• If the left child u of u exists, and also the right child v, then they are distinct: u 6= v.

Example. A binary tree can expose the ‘structure’ of an arithmetic expression. See Figure
4, which shows a conventional way of depicting binary trees.

A typical definition of a binary-tree node in C would be

typedef struct BTREE_NODE {

char * item; /* whatever is ‘stored’ in a node,

* in this case a character string

*/

struct BTREE_NODE

*left, *right, *parent;

} BTREE_NODE;

2 ‘proper ancestor’ is explained later (4.3)
3In class the acyclicity condition was replaced by the simpler condition that every node is descendant of a

unique node which has no parent.
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Figure 4: Binary tree representing a− b− (2 + c/d).

(4.3) Definition The ancestors of a node u in a tree are either

• u alone if u is a root, or otherwise

• u itself together with (recursively) the ancestors of its parent.

The proper ancestors of u are all ancestors except u itself.
Similarly u has descendants and proper descendants.

Inorder, preorder, and postorder. There are three important linear orders defined
recursively for binary trees.

• Preorder: root before left subtree before right subtree

• Inorder: left subtree before root before right subtree

• Postorder: left subtree before right subtree before root

If we take the above expression tree and list its nodes in the three orders we get preorder
− − 1b + 2/cd, inorder a − b − 2 + c/d, postorder ab − 2cd/ + −. For calculation purposes
inorder is useless since the parentheses are missing, but preorder and postorder preserve the
tree structure.4 Postorder, ‘postfix notation,’ is suitable for calculation using a pushdown stack,
which has not been discussed yet.

There is a very elegant algorithm due to Dijkstra converting from infix to postfix.
By the way, the Postscript graphics language uses postfix notation. The above expression

would be something like

a b sub 2 c d div add sub

in Postscript.

4Only in expression trees. The difference is that the node label, operators or variable or constant names,
tells us whether the node is a leaf or has two children. In general, neither the preorder nor the postorder, nor
both together, determine the tree uniquely.
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(4.4) Definition The depth of a node u in a tree T is the number of proper ancestors of u,
so the root has depth 0. The height of a node u is the maximum distance from u to a proper
descendant of u.

That is,

• The height of a leaf is 0;

• If u is not a leaf, then its height is 1+ the maximum height of its left and right children,
if they exist.

The height of a tree T is −1 if T is empty; otherwise it is the height of its root.

(4.5) Lemma (i) The height of a nonempty tree T is the maximum depth of its nodes.
(ii) A binary tree of height h has between h+ 1 and 2h+1 − 1 nodes.
(iii) The height of a binary tree with n nodes is between log2(n+ 1)− 1 and n− 1.

Proof. (i) We skip the proof: not because it is unimportant or obvious, but because it
doesn’t reward investigation.

(ii) If T is empty then h = −1, and h+ 1 = 2h+1 − 1 = 0. Otherwise, T is nonempty.
For any d ≥ 0, there are at most 2d nodes at depth d: this is easily proved by induction on

d, since every node at depth d has at most two children at depth d+ 1. Hence n ≤
∑h

d=0 2
d =

2h+1 − 1.
Choose a node of depth h (part (i)). It has h+1 ancestors including itself. Hence h ≤ n−1.
(iii) is another version of (ii). Q.E.D.

4.2 Binary search trees

(4.6) The following routine searches for an item in a strictly ordered array. A function
compare ( COMPARABLE x, COMPARABLE y) is assumed to return negative, zero, or positive in
the usual way.

int index ( COMPARABLE item, int n, COMPARABLE a[] )

{

int i,j,m, comp;

i = 0; j = n-1;

while ( i <= j )

{

m = (i+j)/2;

comp = compare ( item, a[m] );

if ( comp == 0 )

return m;

else if ( comp < 0 )

j = m-1;

else

i = m+1;
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Figure 5: Binary search tree imitating binary search on array of a previous example.

}

return -1;

}

This is efficient: at most log2(n) comparisons (roughly) are required.
Binary search trees take their inspiration from binary search. While binary search is very

efficient, it is inflexible; that is, there is no easy way to add or remove elements in the array being
searched. Binary search trees aim to rival binary search in efficiency with greater flexibility.

(4.7) Binary search trees are binary trees whose nodes carry ‘keys’ of COMPARABLE type,
arranged so that inorder traversal yields the keys in strictly sorted order.

Equivalently, at every node v, the keys stored in its left subtree are less than, and the keys
stored in its right subtree are greater than, the key stored at v.

Figure 5 shows a binary search tree which corresponds exactly with binary search on the
array given in §4.6.

(4.8) Inorder successor: non-recursive form. The inorder successor of p is,

• If p has a right child q, its inorder successor is q’s leftmost descendant

• Otherwise its inorder successor is the lowest ancestor q of p, if it exists, such that p is
descended from the left child of q.

(4.9) To locate a key in a binary search tree is straightforward:

• Initially, p is the root.

• Repeatedly, until p becomes NULL or the key is found, compare the key with p->key.

• If equal, return p.

• If low, replace p by p->lchild and continue.

• Otherwise, replace p by p->rchild and continue.

(4.10) Inserting a key is almost as simple. First follow the above procedure to locate a
node containing the key — if the key is already stored, do nothing. Otherwise, suppose that
u was the last non-null value p had. If the tree was empty, store the new key at the root. If p
had been replaced by p->lchild, add the key as a left child for u. Else add it as a right child.
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(4.11) Join and split. Given two search trees T1 and T2, where the highest key in T1 is less
than the lowest in T2, it is possible to merge the two trees together with few operations.

Given a search tree T containing a key k, it is possible to form three trees,

• Keys < k;

• k itself;

• Keys > k.

See Figures 6 and 7

4.2.1 Deletion from binary search trees

(4.12) To delete a node from u a binary search tree is easy if that node has fewer than two
children. Suppose that w is its one child (default Void). If u is the root, w becomes the root;
otherwise, u has parent p say; then p becomes the parent of w, and w becomes the left- or
right- child of p, whichever u was.
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If u has two children, the trick is to locate the inorder successor v of u, delete it from the
tree (it has no left child), and re-attach it where u was in the tree. This is called Hibbard’s
deletion strategy. In Figure 8, if one wants to remove the node containing W, one actually
replaces it by its inorder successor X. X is easily detached from the tree because it has no left
child, and it can be moved to take W’s place in the tree.

5 Red/black trees

Here we introduce red-black trees, which are binary trees guaranteed to be ‘efficient’ because
their heights are at most 2 log2 n (roughly). The structure of such trees is subject to change,
but the inorder sequence of nodes is preserved. Thus they can be used as search trees.

(5.1) In a binary tree, the sibling of a node is the other child of its parent, assuming parent
and children exist. A root has no siblings.

(5.2) A red-black tree is a binary (search) tree satisfying

• It can be empty (no root).

• Colour and rank: every node is ‘coloured’ red or black. The red-black rank of a node
is the maximum number of black nodes encountered in a branch from the node down (to
a leaf); the node itself is counted if it is black.

• No double red: Every red node has a black parent.

• Rank balance: Siblings have equal rank, and a node without siblings, except the root,
has rank zero.

(5.3) Lemma The root, if it exists, is black, and any other node without siblings is a red leaf.

Proof. Every red node has a black parent, so the root cannot be red.
Suppose v is a node without siblings. From rank balancing, its rank is zero, so all its

descendants are red. By the ‘no double red’ condition, it has no proper descendants and is a
red leaf.
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(5.4) Keeping track of the ranks. The structure for a red-black tree should include the
rank of its root. The rank of the root is enough: the rank of other nodes is easily deduced.

typedef struct RB_NODE

{

struct RB_NODE * left, * right, * parent;

int is_red;

COMPARABLE key;

} RB_NODE;

typedef struct

{

RB_NODE * root;

int rank;

} RB_TREE;

(5.5) An imperfect red-black tree is one which has a double red or a rank imbalance,
violating exactly one of the two conditions exactly once, in the sense that there exists at most
one red node whose parent is also red, or at most one node whose children are themselves
rank-balanced but who differ in rank by 1. The location of a red-red imperfection is the red
child of a red parent, and the location of a rank imbalance is at the heavier child. (This is in
case the other child is non-existent.)

It is possible to convert an imperfect red-black tree into a red-black tree, while preserving
inorder. The easier case is that of a double red imperfection.

(5.6) Rotating the links. An important operation here is that of ‘rotating the links’ at a
node. Suppose that p is the left child of a node q. Let A and B be its left and right subtrees,
and C the right subtree of q. So the subtree at q can be written ApBqC in inorder. To rotate
from p means to make q the right child of p, and B its left subtree. It is as if the pq link were
rotated clockwise. This operation preserves inorder: the result would again be written ApBqC,
though the parent-child relations are different.

Again, if q were the right child of p, the subtree at p being ApBqC, we can rotate from q,
making q the parent: anticlockwise rotation.

Rotation does not involve colour adjustment, as that becomes too confusing. Colours are
adjusted separately.

(5.7) Fix double red. Suppose that a tree T satisfies the red-black conditions except for a
possible double-red imperfection at p.
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Figure 10: Fix double red

It is all right to make adjustments to the tree that lead to a new imperfection, so long as
only one is introduced, and it is closer to the root. We avoid any action that might create an
imperfection further down the tree. Bearing this in mind, the corrective strategy is as follows.
(Note: as the corrections proceed up the tree, it is no longer certain that p have any parent,
or a red parent.) See Figure 10.

• If p is the root, make it black, increase the rank (see 5.4), and stop. Otherwise, let q be
its parent.

• If q is black, stop.

• If q is the root, make it black, increase the rank, and stop. Otherwise let r be its parent
and s its sibling (s may be null initially, that is, q may have no sibling initially).

• If s is non-null and red, then ‘promote:’ make both s and q black, and make r red. The
parent of p is no longer red, but there may be a double red at r: set p := r.

• Otherwise there are two cases, depending on whether the path pqr is ‘zigzig’ or ‘zigzag.’
In the zigzig case, p and q are both left children or both right children. Rotate from q,
making q black and r red (this is all right since s is not red), and stop.

• In the zigzag case, rotate from p, then rotate from p again, making r red and p black,
and stop.
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(5.8) Adding a key. When adding a node, as usual it is inserted where an unsuccessful
search ‘fell off’ the tree. A new node is allocated, red, and added to the tree. Since the
new node is red, no rank imbalance has been created. Call fix double red() to correct any
double-red problem.

(5.9) Fix rank deficit. This is, for some reason, more complicated. See Figure 11. The
routine should begin with a node q whose rank is unbalanced, and p should be its ‘deficient
child.’ It is possible that p be null, initially, but q should never become null. Iteratively,

• If p is red, make it black, and stop. Otherwise, let r be the sibling of p and s and t its
nearer and further children (i.e., if q is deficient on the left, then s is the left child of r).

• If r is black and s and t are null or black, then ‘demote r.’ Make r red. This fixes the
imbalance at q, but reduces its rank. If q was red then make q black and stop. Else, if q
is the root, decrease the rank (see 5.4), and stop. Otherwise replace p by q and q by the
parent of q. Again there is an imbalance at q.

• If r is black, but t is (nonnull and) red, then rotate r, copy q’s colour to r, make q and t
both black, and stop.
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• If r is black and t null or black but s is red, then rotate from s, make s black and r red,
and continue. This will raise the previous case in the next iteration.

• Otherwise, r must be red and s, t both null or black. Rotate from r, make r black, and
q red. At the next iteration one of the above cases will be raised, and there will be at
most two more iterations.

(If the second case – sibling of p black with two black children – is raised, then it will
terminate, because q is red.)

(5.10) Deleting a key. Under Hibbard’s strategy, this involves deleting a node with at
most one child. If it has a child, the node itself is black and the child red, and the child can
be made black to correct the rank imbalance. If it is a red leaf, there is no rank imbalance. If
it is a black leaf, there is a rank imbalance which can be corrected by fix rank deficit().

6 Splay trees

(6.1) Splay heuristic. Suppose that x is a node, not currently the root of a (binary search)
tree. Let y be the parent of x. To splay from x means to raise x in the tree by one or two
rotations as follows:

• ‘Zig’ case. If y is a root, rotate from x; then x becomes the root of the tree containing
it. Otherwise let z be the parent of y.

• ‘Zigzig’ case. If x and y are both left children or both right children, Rotate from y, then
rotate from x. Otherwise

• ‘Zigzag’ case. Rotate from x, and rotate from x again.

(6.2) See Figure 12 Splaying from x either makes x the root (first case) or brings it two steps
closer to the root. The number of rotations is taken as the actual cost, so a ‘zig’ operation
costs 1 and the other two cost 2.

6.1 Rationale of splay operations

There is a certain potential function associated with the trees, which splaying causes to decrease.
As a result, while some operations may ‘cost a lot,’ because of potential drops the overall cost
of several operations is low.

(6.3) Using splaying for insert, delete, join, and split. Splay operations involve only
rotations and thus preserve inorder. They can be applied where only inorder need be preserved.
They are applied as follows

• Look up a key k in tree T : first search for k; let x be the last node visited — it contains
K if k is in T . Then bring x to the root by repeated splaying. See figure 13.
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Figure 14: split — amortised cost of splay is O(log n), then removing the links from x reduces
the potential further.
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Figure 15: join — amortised cost of splay is O(log n). Making T2 the right subtree at x increases
potential and hence the amortised cost, but by O(log n).

• Split T at a node x: bring x to the root by splaying. Then the left subtree TL of x
contains all keys < k and the right subtree TH contains all keys > k; remove the links
from x to these trees. See Figure 14.

• Join T1 with T2, where T1 is nonempty: Access the rightmost node, call it x, in T1,
bringing it to the root; and make T2 the right subtree at x.

6.2 Partial efficiency analysis

As mentioned before, splaying causes a certain potential function to decrease. The cost of
accessing a node x is generally proportional to the depth of x, and if x is subsequently splayed-
to-root, the total cost is still proportional to the original depth of x.

The amortised cost of an operation is defined as the actual cost (generally, the depth reached
in the tree) +Φafter − Φbefore, that is, the actual cost minus the potential drop.

The potential is defined as follows:

• n is fixed in advance (total number of nodes processed)

• Each node x carries a weight, w(x) = 1/n.

• The rank of a node x is

r(x) = log2

(

∑

y descendant of x

w(x)

)

• The potential is the sum of node ranks. The weight of a node is fixed, but its rank is
not, since its set of descendants can change.

The actual cost of a splay operation is taken as the number of rotations: 1 for a zig and 2
for the other two kinds.

(6.4) Lemma Suppose splay-to-root is applied to a node x. Then the amortised cost is at most

1 + 3(rafter(x)− rbefore(x))
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This is proved by induction on the depth of x. Here is an estimate the cost of a zizig, at
least.

Let x have parent y and grandparent z. Both x and y are left children, or both right
children. Without loss of generality, they are both left children. Let x have left and right
subtrees A and B, y have right subtree C, and z have right subtree D, before the splay.

After the splay, z has subtrees C and D, y has left subtree B and right child z, and x has
left subtree A and right child y. Otherwise there is no change.

Let r be the ranks before the splay and r′ the ranks after.
The amortised cost is

2 + r′(x) + r′(y) + r′(z)− r(x)− r(y)− r(z).

Claim
2 + r′(x) + r′(y) + r′(z)− r(x)− r(y)− r(z) ≤ 3(r′(x)− r(x)).

Or

2r′(x)− 2r(x)− r′(y)− r′(z) + r(y) + r(z) ≥ 2

2r′(x)− r(x)− r′(y)− r′(z) + r(z) ≥ 2

2r′(x)− r(x)− r′(z) ≥ 2

(A typo has been fixed here.) Each line is implied by the line below it, not equivalent to
it. In other words, the second line comes from the third by adding r(z)− r′(y) to the left hand
side, and the first from the second by adding r(y)− r(x) to the left hand side.

Now, r(x) is log2 weight of {x}∪A∪B, loosely put, and r′(z) is log2 weight of {z}∪C ∪D.
Write these as log2 X and log2 Z. Note that r′(x) = log2(1/n + X + Y ) > log2(X + Z).
Therefore

2r′(x)− r(x)− r′(z) ≥

2 log2(X + Z)− log2 X − log2 Z =

log2
(X + Z)2

XZ
.

But (X +Z)2− 4XZ = (X −Z)2 ≥ 0, so the final figure is at least log2 4 = 2, as required.

7 Hash tables

Hashing is a way of storing keys in an array, so that (hopefully) they are scattered randomly
around the array, and they can be accessed with just a few probe operations. More precisely,
one has a Key space of M possible bitstrings, where M could be rather large (say 2100), and
one stores the keys in an array A of size m. Let us assume that the array A is indexed from 0
to m − 1. One is also given a hash function h which maps a key x into an index h(x) in the
range 0 to m− 1.

Usually, m is considerably smaller than M , so the function h is not injective. One hopes
that h is sufficiently ‘random’ so that for every j in the range 0 . . . m − 1, a key x has hash
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value j with probability 1/m. Here we assume h is given and has this randomness property —
actual choice of h will not concern us much.

The easiest way to implement hashing is to let A be an array of pointers, so that for each
j, A[j] points to the list of all keys stored with hash value j. The problem there, of course,
is that one needs extra memory to store these lists. It is preferable to store the keys in A.
Nevertheless, we shall assume this structure.

typedef char * HASH_ITEM;

typedef struct SLL_NODE

{

HASH_ITEM item;

struct SLL_NODE * next;

} SLL_NODE;

typedef struct {

int table_size;

SLL_NODE * * first;

} HASH_TABLE;

int hash ( HASH_ITEM key, HASH_TABLE * table )

{

}

There is little to add. Given a key, apply the hash function to get an index into the table,
hence to a linked list containing all the keys, currently stored, with that hash value. Then
the list can be searched for the key, and if unsuccessful the key can be added, or if successful
the key can be deleted, by the usual methods on a singly-linked list. To delete a key from a
singly-linked list is a bit tricky — see the code given earlier in these notes.

Hash-tables provide an alternative to binary trees for storing sets of items. Their average
behaviour should be a lot better. It is crucial that the hash function be well-chosen. Knuth
Volume 3 gives examples of badly-chosen hash functions.

8 Random number generators

(8.1) What is a random number? In theory, a random number, or a random sequence
of numbers, is one which cannot be produced by a program shorter than the number itself
(Kolmogorov complexity).

In practice, we use sequences of numbers which are produced by extremely short programs!
By the Kolmogorov criterion, they are certainly not random. These should be called pseudo-
random, but the ‘pseudo-’ is generally forgotten.
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(8.2) Over 60 years’ experience5 has shown that the following scheme is good enough for
most purposes:

Xn+1 = (aXn + c) mod m

Here, a, c,X0, and m are constants, chosen suitably. Typically m = 231. In stdlib.h,

RAND MAX (which is m− 1) is given as 231 − 1, over 2 billion.

man rand

it will tell you a little more (probably inaccurate, judging by a look at stdlib.h). The num-
bers X0, X1, X2, . . . are returned by successive calls to rand() (which remembers the previous
number in a static variable).

(8.3) The sequence is always the same. The main point is that it ‘looks’ random under
various statistical and empirical tests.

(8.4) Obviously some choices of constant are bad. For example, if a = 0 then Xn = c for all
n. If a = 1 then Xn = (X0 + nc) mod m, which neither looks random nor is. We may assume
that a ≥ 2.

In this case it is easily shown by induction on n that

Xn = (anX0 +
an − 1

a− 1
c) mod m.

(8.5) Since the numbers are between 0 and m− 1, eventually we get a repeated value, so for
some n ≥ 0 and d > 0, Xn = Xn+d. The smallest such d is called the period. Because of the
eventual recurrence of values, d ≤ m.

In this case,

(ad − 1)X0 +
ad − 1

a− 1
c) mod m = 0

What we want is a period of length m.

(8.6) Definition Two nonzero integers a, b are relatively prime if no number > 1 divides both
a and b. Equivalently, gcd(a, b) = 1.

(8.7) Proposition The period length is m iff and only if (i) c and m are relatively prime, (ii)
for every prime p dividing m, (a mod p) = 1, and (iii) if m is a multiple of 4 then so is a− 1.
(Wikipedia?)

(8.8) Using genuinely random seeds. A simple method is to read the system clock,
getting the microsecond part of the time. The chances against getting the same seed twice are
about a million to one. Don’t reset the seed in the middle of a program.

drand48()

returns double-precision numbers in the half-open interval [0, 1).

5 But not recent experience: §8.11
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(8.9) Producing various random distributions. Use man drand48. Most often, we want
a random number between 0 and b− 1 for some smallish bound b. The obvious method (which
I have used in ignorance for many years) is rand() % b. The manuals warn us not to do this.
The reason is simple. Suppose a linear congruential generator is used. Suppose b divides m.
Then one is effectively using the generator

Xn+1 = (aXn + c) mod b

whose period is ≤ b: hardly a good choice.
The recommended method is, for example, to take the double-precision number b * drand48

() and round it down to the nearest integer. If d is an int, then

d = b * drand48();

(8.10) Linear congruential generators have the property that if m is a power of 2 (which
it usually is), then the low-order bits are not ‘random’. (This follows from the previous para-
graph.)

(8.11) This is rather out-of-date. Experiment with random number generators on various
machines shows that some use linear congruential generators and some use something new and
different.

9 Using random-number generators in hash functions

Computing a hash-value of a string x usually begins by taking 4- or 8-byte blocks and forming
the exclusive or of the blocks. Here is specimen code. It uses addressing tricks to return a
certain bit-pattern (that is, acc) as a long integer (longform). Actually, the bit-pattern and
the long form should be identical.

#define TABLE_SIZE 256

#define LONG sizeof(long)

// LONG can be 4 or 8, depending on machine

typedef char * LIST_ITEM;

long xor ( LIST_ITEM x )

{

unsigned char acc[LONG];

//unsigned char: suppresses sign extension

//when converting to int.

long * alias_acc = (long*) acc;

long longform;
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int i,j;

int finished;

finished = 0;

for (i=0; i<LONG; ++i)

acc[i] = ’\0’;

for (i=0; ! finished; ++i)

{

if ( x[i] == ’\0’ )

finished = 1;

else

{

j = i % LONG;

acc[j] = (unsigned char)(acc[j] ^ (unsigned char) x[i]);

}

// NOTE: ^ is exclusive or

}

// for debugging

fprintf(stderr,"‘%s’: seed ", x);

for (j=0; j<LONG; ++j)

fprintf(stderr,"%02x", x[j]);

fprintf(stderr,"\n");

longform = * alias_acc;

fprintf(stderr,"long form %ld\n", longform);

return longform;

}

9.1 Random number generators with seeds

The example below shows how pseudo-random sequences depend directly on a seed provided.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

main()

{
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long a[10], b[10], c[10];

srand48(1000);

int i;

for ( i=0; i<5; ++i)

a[i] = lrand48();

srand48(2000);

for ( i=0; i<5; ++i)

b[i] = lrand48();

srand48(1000);

for ( i=0; i<5; ++i)

c[i] = lrand48();

for ( i=0; i<5; ++i )

printf("%10ld %10ld %10ld\n", a[i], b[i], c[i] );

}

output:

2089795154 1665256246 2089795154

730930900 1998943208 730930900

1163794830 2120633106 1163794830

840242373 1958658553 840242373

1638960116 2038170392 1638960116

9.2 For hash functions

We can use random number generators for producing different hash values h1, . . . , hk for the
same key x. Simply compute a ‘seed’ depending uniquely on x: xor(x) for example. Use this
seed in a suitable random-number generator. Then output the k hash values by invoking the
random-number generator k times. This should answer the main difficulty with Bloom filters
(The author is grateful to Wikipedia for this material).

Random number generators have a preference for working alone. That is, they contain
hidden ‘state.’ One must use reentrant versions, which do not have hidden state. For example

#include <stdlib.h>

int drand_48_r(struct drand48_data * buffer, double * result)

int srand48_r(long int seedval, struct drand48_data * buffer)

Unfortunately, these are non-portable GNU extensions. They seem to work on Linux, at
least.
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10 Bloom filters

Bloom filters are a method of encoding a set with a small possibility of false positives but none
of false negatives.

Suppose there is a set S of character strings, such as the words in a dictionary. Suppose that
numbers m, k are chosen in advance, and a list h1, . . . , hk of hash-functions, mapping character
strings into [0, . . . ,m− 1].

Given a string x, we call
[h1(x), . . . , hk(x)]

its hash profile.
Suppose that these hj are well-chosen so that generally they are independent of each other.

The first idea is to use a table of mk bits, multidimensionally indexed by a tuple

[r1, . . . , rk]

setting all bits indexed
[h1(x), . . . , hk(x)]

for all x ∈ S, to 1 and all others to 0.
Granted that the tuples h1(x), . . . , hk(x) are different for all x ∈ S, we have a reliable

system. In any case, we have exact information as to whether any string has the same ‘profile’
as one in S.

The idea of Bloom filters is to use a table of m bits — a huge saving — initialise them to
0, and register all strings x from S by setting the subset of bits indexed by

{h1(x), . . . , hk(x)}

to 1.
To test whether a string x is registered, calculate

h1(x), . . . , hk(x)

and inspect the table at these positions. If all these bits are 1, report ‘x is probably in S.’ If
any is zero, report ‘x is certainly not in S.’

Thus there is a possibility of false positives. According to Wikipedia, something like k = 10
will ensure ≤ 1% false positives, granted that the hash profiles are different.

Probability of false positives. Assume each of the k hash function lands in any given
position with uniform probability 1/m. Probability of given position remaining zero is (1 −
1/m)nk after n insertions. Using the asymptotic formula (1 + 1/N)N for e,

e−nk/m

so probability of a given bit being set to 1 is

1− e−nk/m

Probability of a random k bits being set to 1 is

(1− e−nk/m)k
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Interpret that roughly as the probability of a false positive.
According to Wikipedia, if the ratiom/n is fixed then this probability is minimised, roughly,

when
k =

m

n
ln 2

To derive this, minimise for real numbers k — relabel it as x to emphasise this and let
α = n/m. So minimise

(1− e−αx)x

Let u = e−αx, so we are to minimize

(1− u)x = ex ln(1−u).

The derivative is zero:

ex ln(1−u) d

dx
(x ln(1− u)) = 0.

Since u and x are monotonically decreasing functions of each other, we can express x in terms
of u, differentiate with respect to u, and equate the derivative to 0:

x = −
ln u

α
d

du

ln u

α
ln(1− u) = 0

d

du
(ln u ln(1− u)) = 0

1

u
−

1

1− u
= 0

u =
1

2

x = −
ln u

α
=

ln 2

α
=

m ln 2

n
.

Also, for a desired probability p of false positives, choose

m

n
= −

ln p

(ln 2)2

11 Union-find

(11.1) The UNION-FIND problem is to maintain an evolving partition of a fixed set of
n items — {0 . . . n− 1} for simplicity — under two operations:

FIND(x): to identify the set in the partition currently containing x, and
UNION(s1, s2): given two different sets in the partition to combine them into one.
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The partition is initially into n singleton sets, and it coarsens over a mixed sequence of
UNIONs and FINDs — there can be at most n− 1 UNIONs, which would bring all the items
into the same set.

It is natural to represent the partition as a forest of trees, defined by an array parent,
where parent[x] is the parent of x in the forest — −1 if x is currently the root of a tree of
the forest. The array is initially −1.

With this arrangement, to implement find(x) it is enough to return the root of the tree
currently containing x, and to implement union(x1, x2), where x1 and x2 are currently roots,
just make x1 the parent of x2 or vice-versa.

(11.2) Potential inefficiency, and size array. With no further control over the structures
it is possible that the trees in the forest become deep, so a find operation could visit Ω(n)
nodes, which is hardly efficient. The first improvement is to control the union operation to
keep the trees shallow. This is achieved using another array size, where

As long as x is a root, size[x] is the number of descendants x has in the forest.

(11.3) Size balancing. The array size is initialised to 1 for each entry. The UNION
operation ensures that the node with fewer descendants is not made parent. This heuristic is
called size balancing.

void uf_union ( int i, int j )

{

if ( i == j )

return;

if ( size[i] >= size[j] )

{

size[i] += size[j];

parent[j] = i;

}

else

{

size[j] += size[i];

parent[i] = j;

}

}

Clearly size[x] is maintained as the number of descendants of x, whether or not x is a
root: however this will not hold after we revise the find operation.

(11.4) Lemma A node of height k has size at least 2k.

Proof. The size-balancing heuristic ensures that the size of the parent of a node is at least
twice the size of the node. There exists a path of length k beginning at a leaf and ending at
the node; hence the size is at least 2k.
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(11.5) Path compression. The revised find operation includes a ‘path-compression’
heuristic as follows:

int uf_find ( int u )

{

int v,w,x;

v = u;

while ( parent[v] >= 0 )

v = parent[v];

w = u;

while ( w != v )

{

x = parent[w];

parent[w] = v;

w = x;

}

return v;

}

The idea is that nodes are brought closer to the root of the tree containing them: the tree
retains the same root y, so the heuristic doesn’t invalidate the algorithm. However, it doesn’t
update the size array, so size[x] is only guaranteed to count x’s descendants if x is a root.

(11.6) The ‘reference forest.’ We are going to estimate the overall runtime of a mixed
sequence, call it S, of UNIONs and FINDs. For the rest of the discussion we shall suppose S
to be fixed. The sequence S constructs a forest of trees. It helps to imagine another forest
defined in terms of S, formed by executing the UNIONs but not collapsing the trees with path
compressions. We call this imaginary forest the reference forest.

(11.7) Rank. We begin by defining the transient rank of a node x to be

⌊log2(size[x])⌋.

The transient rank of x is subject to change as long as x remains a root; however, once x
acquires a parent, size[x] is frozen; we take the final value of the transient rank, and define
this to be the rank of x. Equivalently,

(11.8) Definition The rank of x is ⌊log2(s)⌋, where s is the number of descendants x has in
the reference forest.

(11.9) Lemma (i) The parent of x in the real forest is always an ancestor of x in the reference
forest; (ii) rank(parent[x]) > rank[x] always, once x gets a parent.

Proof. (i) is true when x first acquires a parent y, since y is its parent in the reference
forest. Thereafter whenever the parent u of x is replaced by another node v, by induction we
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can assume that v is an ancestor of u in the reference forest, and u and ancestor of x, so v is
an ancestor of x in the reference forest.

(ii) by the same arguments as in 11.4, all proper ancestors of x in the reference forest have
rank greater than rank(x), so (ii) follows from (i).

(11.10) Our analysis will involve a rapidly increasing sequence F0, F1, F2 . . .
F0 = 0, but we shall not specify the sequence yet. Given a node x, let its rank group be the

least r such that rank(x) ≤ Fr.

(11.11) Lemma There are at most n/2r nodes of rank r.

Proof. From Lemma 11.9, all nodes of the same rank are independent nodes in the reference
forest (that is, neither is ancestor of another, and they have disjoint sets of descendants). By
Lemma 11.4, each such node has at least 2r descendants. Thus, if x1, . . . , xk are all the nodes
of rank r and X1, . . . , Xk their descendants, then

k
∑

j=1

|Xj| = |
⋃

Xj| ≤ n,

and |Xj| ≥ 2r for each j, so
∑

2r ≤ n, i.e., k2r ≤ n or k ≤ n/2r. Q.E.D.

(11.12) Corollary If r > 0, there are fewer than

n

2Fr−1

nodes in rank group r.

Proof. Nodes with rank group r > 0 have ranks between Fr−1+1 and Fr. Hence, applying
the above lemma, there are fewer than

∞
∑

s=Fr−1+1

n

2s
=

n

2Fr−1

.

Q.E.D.

(11.13) The sequence Fj defined. We now specialise the sequence Fj by requiring
Fj+1 = 2Fj ; a very rapidly increasing sequence, and the above corollary implies

(11.14) Lemma If j > 0 then there are fewer than n/Fj nodes in the j-th rank group.

(11.15) Definition log∗ n is the smallest s such that Fs ≥ n.

Let L be the index of the highest rank group, i.e., the smallest L such that FL bounds all
node ranks. Since the ranks are bounded by ⌊log2 n⌋,

L ≤ log∗ n.
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Figure 16: amortised cost of a FIND.

(11.16) Amortised cost of a find operation. Let us consider a FIND operation; indeed,
let x0, x1 . . . xk be the sequence of nodes visited tracing from x0 = x to the current root y = xk.
Estimate the real cost of the FIND by the length of the path, i.e., k. We imagine that the cost
is measured by the number of nodes from x0 to xk−1. See figure 16

Rather than using a potential function (which we could), it is more natural to amortise the
cost in the following way. When xj and its parent xj+1 are in the same rank group, we ‘charge’
one unit to xj. This accounts for all of the cost except where xj and xj+1 are in different rank
groups. The ‘amortised’ cost then is bounded by the number of ‘inter-group jumps’ which is
bounded by L or log∗ n.

If x is in the r-th rank group, so its rank is > Fr−1 and ≤ Fr (suitably interpreted at r = 0),
every time it gets charged in this way its parent’s rank increases; so after rather less than Fr

FINDs its parent must be in a higher rank group.
Thus every node in the r-th rank group acquires at most Fr charges in this way; since there

are at most n/Fr elements in this group (if r > 0), that accounts for at most n charges for the
entire group. Cost of the unions is, of course, O(n), so

(11.17) Theorem A mixture of m FINDs with any number of UNIONs costs O((m+n) log∗ n).

12 The Knuth-Morris-Pratt string matching algorithm

13 The Boyer-Moore string-matching algorithm

Superficially similar to KMP, its average behaviour is much better. Its worst-case behaviour is
similar to KMP but much harder to estimate.

14 Digraphs and graphs

(14.1) Definition A directed graph or digraph is a pair (V,E) of vertices and edges where
V is finite and

E ⊆ {(u, v) ∈ V × V : u 6= v}.

The absence of edges (u, u) reads: there are no self-loops.

(14.2) Definition A path in the graph is a sequence v0, . . . , vk of vertices such that for 0 ≤
j ≤ k − 1, (vj, vj+1) ∈ E.

It is trivial if k = 0. It is simple if 0 ≤ i < j ≤ k =⇒ vi 6= vj.
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A directed cycle is a path v0, . . . , vk such that vk = v0. It is simple if the path v1, . . . , vk is
simple.

Directed cycles may be cyclically permuted, i.e., if v0, . . . , vk is a directed cycle and 1 ≤ i ≤
k − 1, then vi, . . . , vk, v1, . . . , vi is a cycle containing the same edges and vertices.

A digraph is acyclic if it contains no nontrivial cycles.

There are two ways to represent digraphs. One is by an adjacency matrix A, supposing
that the vertices are 1 . . . n: A = [aij]n×n, where

aij =

{

1 if (i, j) ∈ E

0 if (i, j) /∈ E.

The other is by adjacency lists, where for each vertex u there is attached the list of all
vertices adjacent to u, i.e., a list representing the set

{v ∈ V : (u, v) ∈ E}.

The latter representation is usually more economical, because graphs arising in practice are
usually sparse, with o(n2) edges.

The indegree of a vertex v is the number of vertices u such that (u, v) ∈ E: similarly
outdegree.

If G = (V,E) is a digraph and w ∈ V , then

G\w = (V \{w}, {(u, v) ∈ E : u, v 6= w})

A topological order on a digraph is a sequencing of its vertices

v1, . . . , vn

with the property that if (vi, vj) ∈ E then i < j.

(14.3) Lemma If a digraph has a topological order, then it is acyclic.

Proof. Equivalently, if it has a nontrivial cycle then it cannot be topologically ordered.
For suppose v1, . . . , vn is any ordering and vi0 , . . . , vik is a nontrivial cycle. The cycle may be
cyclically permuted if necessary so that we can assume ik = i0 is the maximum index of all
vertices on the cycle. Then (vi0 , vi1) is an edge and i1 < i0, so the order is not a topological
order.

The converse involves an inductive argument. Namely, G is acyclic iff G is empty, or it has
a vertex u of indegree zero, and G\u is in its turn acyclic.

In this discussion, a node whose indegree is zero (in G) is a source (in G).
Certainly, if G is nonempty and has no vertex of indegree zero, then by tracing backwards

from any starting vertex, one must visit the same vertex twice, between which we get a cycle.
So if G has a vertex u of indegree zero, and G contains a cycle, then that cycle cannot

contain u, so G\u also contains a cycle.
So here is a construction of an ordering which will turn out to be a topological ordering.
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• G0 = G.

• For i = 0, . . . , n− 1, while Gi has a vertex of indegree zero: choose some such vertex.

• Let vi+1 be this vertex, and let Gi+1 = Gi\vi+1.

If G is acyclic, then this produces a sequencing v1, . . . , vn. If G is not acyclic, then for some
i < n Gi will have no vertices of indegree zero.

Suppose G is acyclic and (vi, vj) is an edge of G. Gj contains only the vertices vj, . . . , vn,
so vi was deleted beforehand and i < j. Thus the sequence is a topological ordering. Q.E.D.

(14.4) An algorithm for topological sorting. We assume the graph is represented by
adjacency lists, and that one can label to each vertex v of G with a number, indegree(v), which
is initialised to the indegree of v in G. (This is easily done by traversing the vertices and their
adjacency lists.)

A set source is initialised to the set of sources of G. It can be implemented in any way
which allows constant-time insertion and deletion.

• Initialise i to 0.

• While source is nonempty:

• delete a vertex u from source

• increment i and output u as vi

• traverse the adjacency list for u and for all edges (u, v), decrement indegree(v); if
indegree(v) becomes zero, then add v to source.

(14.5) Convention. n = |V | and m = |E| always.

(14.6) Runtime. The amount of work done processing a vertex u is proportional to 1 + k
where k = outdegree(u). The overall runtime is O(m+ n).

(14.7) Correctness. If the algorithm ends with some vertices not processed, then at that
time it demonstrates the existence of a subgraph which has edges but no sources, and one can
trace edges backwards in this subgraph to detect a nontrivial cycle.

If the algorithm ends with all vertices processed, then the order in which sources are selected
is a topological order on the graph, because if there is an edge (u, v), then v retains positive
predecessor count (indegree) until u is selected, or later: so v is selected later than u.

15 Full code for topological sort

16 Depth-first search, topological sort, and Sharir’s SCC

method

Depth-first search is a curious operation on graphs and digraphs G, which is defined recursively
and is surprisingly useful.
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It is best understood as yielding a sequencing v1, . . . , vn of the vertices and a forest of
‘spanning trees’ such that for any vertex vi, the descendants of vi in the forest are precisely the
vertices reachable from vi in

G\{v1, . . . , vi−1}

(This notation is an obvious extension of the notation G\v.)
Repeating this crucial property:

(16.1) Proposition Suppose that a full depth-first search (see below) is performed on a graph
G. Suppose that dfs(u, ...) begins. Consider all vertices reachable from u by paths in
G. Eliminate all paths containing vertices already visited: consider them ‘blocked.’ Then
the spanning tree descendants of u will consist of all those vertices reachable from u through
unblocked paths.

There is another crucial property.

(16.2) Lemma ‘nesting property’ (probably a misnomer). Following a full depth-first search,
a vertex u is an ancestor of a vertex v in the resulting forest if and only if both u precedes v in
preorder and u follows v in postorder.

Sketch proof. When dfs(u,...) begins, its preorder rank is assigned, and all its descen-
dants, which are visited later, get higher preorder rank. On the other hand, for all descendants
v, dfs(v,...) ends before dfs(u,...) ends, and they have lower postorder rank that u.

For any vertex v which is neither ancestor nor descendant of u, if its preorder rank precedes
that of u then dfs(v,...) began before dfs(u,...) began, and ended before dfs(u,...)

began, since otherwise u would be made a descendant of v. But the postorder rank of v was
assigned when dfs(v,...) ended.

That is: v precedes u in preorder and precedes u in postorder.
Similarly, if v follows u in preorder then it follows u in postorder.
We (almost) always work with an adjacency list representation.
This calls for a parent link to be attached to each vertex, together with a preorder rank,

and sometimes postorder rank as well. Preorder and postorder make good sense with any tree,
not just binary trees (inorder is different). A full DFS (depth-first search) of the digraph is
executed as follows:

• Preorder ranks are initialised to −1 for all vertices. Also, global variables pre count and
post count are initialised to −1.

• Traverse the vertices of G in any order. When considering a vertex u, if its preorder rank
is still −1 then it hasn’t yet seen in DFS: set parent(u) to NULL and dfs(u).

The dfs(u) procedure is recursive.

dfs ( int u, DIGRAPH * graf, int * pre_count, int * post_count )

The graph has arrays pre, post, parent, all initialised to -1.
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graf->pre[u] = * pre_count; ++ * pre_count;

for all edges (u,v) // ‘pseudocode’

if ( graf->pre[v] < 0 )

{

graf->parent[v] = u;

dfs(v);

}

graf->post[u] = * post_count; ++ * post_count;

Full depth-first search:

pre_count = post_count = 0;

for (u=0; u<graf->vertex_count; ++u)

if (graf->pre[u] < 0 )

dfs (u, graf, &pre_count, &post_count );

(16.3) Lemma If G is acyclic, and DFS is executed, then reverse postorder rank is a topolog-
ical order.

Proof. In other words, if (u, v) is an edge and u precedes v in postorder, then G is not
acyclic.

There are two cases. First case: u precedes v in preorder. That means that when dfs(u)
was executed, v had not yet been visited, and it is reachable directly from u, so it must become
a descendant of u in dfs(u), and postorder(v) < postorder(u), contrary to hypothesis.

In the second case u follows v in preorder and u precedes v in postorder. This means that
u is a descendant of v in the depth-first forest, so there is a path from v to u; also (u, v) is an
edge, so there is a cycle containing u and v. Q.E.D.

(16.4) The strongly connected components of a digraph G. Two vertices u, v are
strongly connected if there exist paths from u to v and from v to u (i.e., there exists a cycle
containing u and v). This is an equivalence relation whose equivalence classes partition V . The
subgraphs spanned by these classes are the strongly connected components of G.

(16.5) Lemma Suppose a full DFS is executed. If u and v are strongly connected, they belong
to the same DFS tree.

Proof. Let C be a cycle containing u and v, and let w be the vertex of minimum preorder
rank in C. Then all vertices on C, including u and v, become descendants of w during dfs(w).
Q.E.D.

(16.6) Lemma Suppose that DFS is executed on G and the vertices are output in reverse
postorder to a set S. Then suppose that a copy G′ is made of G, with the same vertices but its
edges reversed. If DFS is executed on G′, restarting the search according to the order given in
S, then the trees in the second DFF span the sccs of G.
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Figure 17: correctness of Sharir’s method

Proof. Vertices u, v are strongly connected in G iff they are strongly connected in the
reversed graph, so the SCCs of G and G′ correspond.

Every tree in the second DFF spans a union of sccs of G′, hence of G. We need to show
that no tree spans more than one SCC.

Otherwise, in Phase 2 there exists a tree with root u which contains vertices from another
SCC. Let Ku be the SCC containing u. Choose a vertex v in the tree such that v /∈ Ku but all
proper ancestors of v are in Ku.

Since u was chosen before v in Phase 2,
u follows v in (phase 1) postorder.

Let w be the parent of v in the (phase 2) tree. If w was visited before v in phase 1, then
w, and all other nodes in Ku, would be a descendant of v in phase 1 and v would follow u in
phase 1 postorder, a contradiction.

By assumption there is no path from u to v in the original digraph, and w is visited before
v in phase 1, and u before w (u was the first visited in Ku). Therefore

u precedes v in (phase 1) postorder.
Therefore v was a phase-1 descendant of u. This implies there exists a path from u to v in

the original digraph, a contradiction.

17 Floyd-Warshall and Dijkstra algorithms

(17.1) Shortest weighted path (lightest path). Suppose that a digraph G carries edge
weights, real numbers associated to the edges of the digraph. The weighted length of a path in
G is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges on the path (zero for paths of length zero).
The weighted distance from u to v is the minimum value of weighted path-lengths of all paths
from u to v in G. This value could be −∞.

The shortest path problem is to calculate for each pair u, v of nodes the weighted distance
from u to v in G. If one only wants to compute the minimal weight of all paths from a fixed
node u it is called the single source shortest-path problem. It is better to speak of a lightest
path problem since ‘shortest’ suggests fewest edges.

Floyd-Warshall algorithm. This solves the shortest (weighted) path problem for those
graphs which, while they may have negative edges, do not have negative cycles; this ensures
that all weighted distances are finite.
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(17.2) Lemma (i) If there exist negative cycles, then there exist negative simple cycles.
(ii). If there are no negative cycles, then the weighted distance from u to v is infinite or

achieved along a simple path.

The Floyd-Warshall algorithm is the only graph algorithm we shall see which uses (some-
thing like) an adjacency matrix. A matrix W is initialised as follows: if (i, j) is an edge, then
W.item(i,j) is the weight of that edge, otherwise w.item(i,j) = ∞. The nodes are indexed
from 1 to n.

Floyd-Warshall algorithm:

for (k=0; k<n; ++k)

for (i=0; i<n; ++i)

for (j=0; j<n; ++j)

{

x = w[i][k] + w[k][j];

if ( x < w[i][j] )

w[i][j] = x;

}

for (i=0; i<n; ++i)

if ( w[i][i] < 0 )

{

fprintf(stderr,"Floyd Warshall negative cycle, abort\n");

exit(-1);

}

// otherwise the matrix w is correct

(17.3) Runtime and correctness of Floyd-Warshall algorithm. The runtime of this
algorithm is obviously proportional to n3.

Purely to analyse the algorithm’s correctness, sets P (i, j, k) are defined recursively. Each
set P (i, j, k) is a set of paths from i to j in the graph. We use the following notation: if ρ
and σ are paths in the graph, and σ begins where ρ ends, then ρσ is the ‘concatenated path.’
Explicitly, if ρ = u0, . . . uk and σ = v0, . . . vℓ where uk = v0, then

ρσ = u0, . . . uk, v1, . . . vℓ.

The sets P (i, j, k) are defined as follows. P (i, j, 0) = {(i, j)} if the latter is an edge,
otherwise ∅.

When k < n− 1, P (i, j, k + 1) is defined as

P (i, j, k) ∪ {πρ : π ∈ P (i, k + 1, k), ρ ∈ P (k + 1, j, k)}.

The following lemma is easy to prove by induction.

(17.4) Lemma (i) W (i, j, k) is the minimum weighted length of all paths in P (i, j, k). (ii)
P (i, j, n) includes all simple paths from i to j.
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This basically justifies the algorithm. If at the end of processing the matrixW has a negative
diagonal entry, then it has a negative cycle and the problem remains unsolved. Otherwise, all
paths in P (i, i, n) are nonnegative, so there are no negative cycles; and W (i, j) gives the
minimum weighted distance over a set of paths including all the simple paths, so it gives the
correct answer.

(17.5) Dijkstra’s algorithm with single source s. This algorithm calculates the minimum
weighted distance d(v), say, of every node v from a fixed ‘source’ node s.

The algorithm requires all edge-weights to be nonnegative, but it is more efficient than the
Floyd-Warshall algorithm, and is suitable for the adjacency list realisation.

In Dijkstra’s algorithm the set of nodes is partitioned into two sets P and T , ‘permanent’
and ‘tentative.’ Initially P contains only the source node s. For each node v an estimate,
possible too high, of its weighted distance from u is stored with v and called w(v). Initially
w(v) = 0 if v = s, ∞ otherwise.

//Dijkstra’s algorithm

// this is ‘pseudocode’

T = V; P = empty set; w[0] = 0; other w[i] infinite

while ( T nonempty )

{

choose some u in T with

w(u) minimal, and move u

from T into P ------------------ (A)

for all u’s out-edges (u,v)

if v is in T

x = w[u] + w[u,v];

if (x < w[v])

w[v] = x;

} ---------------------------- (B)

(17.6) Lemma Correctness of Dijkstra’s algorithm. The following invariant condition is
maintained: (i) For all nodes v, w(v) ≥ d(v). (ii) For permanent nodes v, w(v) = d(v).
(iii) At point (B) in each iteration, for all nodes v, w(v) is the minimum weighted length of all
those paths from s to v all of whose nodes, except maybe the last, are permanent.

Proof. (i): It is easy to show by induction that either w(v) = ∞ or w(v) is the weighted
distance along some path from s to v, hence w(v) ≥ d(v).

Initially, (ii) is true vacuously since P = ∅. Also, (iii) is true vacuously.
Suppose that (ii) or (iii) is violated sometime during the algorithm. We consider the time

when an error first occurs.
Case: (ii) is violated first. That is, a vertex u is made permanent when w(u) > d(u). Let

H ′ be a lightest path from s to u, with weight d(u); since w(u) is (at this point) the minimum
among all s → u paths with all vertices (not counting u) in P , H ′ contains a vertex x /∈ P (in
T when u is made permanent). Let x be the first such vertex on the path.
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By choice of H ′, and since edge-weights are nonnegative, the subpath s → x achieves
w(x) = d(x) < w(u), so x should have been chosen before u, a contradiction. (See the figure.)

Case: (iii) is violated first. When u is selected, the value of w(v) is higher than it should
be. Let H ′ be a lightest s → v path all of whose vertices, except v, are permanent when u
is made permanent. Let x be the second-last vertex, so H ′ has length d(x) + w((x, v)). Since
x was made permanent before u, this length was assigned to w(v) either when selecting x or
earlier, so w(v) would not have been reset (to a higher value) when selecting u.

(17.7) Runtime of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Runtime. O(n2) with simple implementations.
These can be improved (O(m+ n log n)).

18 Depth-first search and strongly-connected components

The double DFS method of computing SCCs is as simple as possible, but impractical. Here is
more practical method using a single DFS.6

18.1 Continuing SCCs

We say that one vertex is earlier than another if it is visited earlier during the DFS — so it
ends up with lower preorder rank.

We begin with an observation.

(18.1) Lemma Let K be a SCC, and u the earliest vertex in K. As before, all vertices in K
are descendants of u. Then the vertices in K span a prefix subtree tree at u, meaning that if
v ∈ K then all ancestors of v, which are descendants of u, are in K.

B

E

C
D

A

E

A

D C B

Figure 18: the vertices in each SCC form a prefix subtree.

Proof. There is a branch of the DFS tree from u to v, and there is a path in G from v
to u; together they make a directed cycle, and all vertices in the cycle are in the same SCC,
namely, K. So all vertices in the branch are in K.

6 See (Aho, Hopcroft, Ullman). Originally: R.E. Tarjan (1972). Depth-first search and linear graph algo-
rithms. SIAM J. Computing 1:2, 146–160.
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(18.2) Definition Arising during a full DFS, the root of an SCC C is the earliest vertex in
C to be visited (i.e., that with minimal preorder rank).

An SCC root is a vertex which is root of its SCC.

18.2 Pushdown stacks

A pushdown stack is a last-in-first-out queue, so that at any time, the element most recently
added is the only one which is ‘visible.’ There are only a few operations

STACK * make_stack ( given size )

top ( STACK * s )

is_empty ( STACK * s )

push ( item, STACK * s )

pop ( STACK * ) remove the most recently added element.

For example, test parenthesis balancing in a string of parentheses such as (()())().

int balance_check ( char * x[] )

{

STACK * s = make_stack ( 10000 );

int i;

for (i=0; x[i] != ’\0’; ++i)

if ( x[i] == ’(’ )

push ( x[i], s );

else if ( is_empty ( s ) )

return 0;

else

pop ( s );

return is_empty ( s );

}

Routine call/return operates the ‘runtime stack’ with a push/pop discipline. One can
simulate recursion (for example, in FORTRAN IV which forbade recursion) using a stack. For
example, traversing a binary tree.

18.3 The algorithm.

This is a form of DFS which uses an auxiliary stack. There is a predicate on_stack marking
the vertices currently on the stack. As usual, the search is restarted at fresh vertices until all
vertices have been visited. Hence a recursive routine scc which is a depth-first search with
extra features.

Notation. Ku is the SCC containing u.
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void scc ( u )

{

push u on stack

Set u->pre in the usual way.

copy it to u->earlier

For all edges (u,v)

{

if ( v->pre < 0 )

{

dfs (v) // parent not needed

if ( v->earlier < u->earlier )

u->earlier = v->earlier;

}

else if ( v->on_stack && v->pre < u->earlier )

u->earlier = v->pre;

}

if ( u->earlier == u->pre )

{

printf("new scc\n");

do

{

pop w from stack;

output w;

}

while ( w != u );

}

}

(18.3) Lemma After dfs (scc in this case), given vertices x, y, x is an ancestor of y if and
only if

pre-rank(x) ≤ pre-rank(u) ≤ M

where M is the maximum preorder rank of all descendants of x.

Invariants.

• u->earlier ≤ u->pre is the preorder rank of a vertex in Ku. In the last phase of scc(u),
u->earlier = u->pre iff u is the root of Ku.

• In any case, u->earlier is always the preorder rank of some vertex in Ku.

• The on_stack predicate means that the vertex x is currently on the stack, and x has
been visited (scc(x) has begun, and possibly ended, but Kx has not yet been cleared).
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Now for preservation of these conditions.
Assume these conditions have held until the final phase of scc(u). Let R be the root of

Ku.
(i) If u 6= R then R is a proper ancestor of u. There exists a path from u to R, and that

path begins u, . . . v, w where u . . . v is a branch of the tree and w is not a descendant of u.
Since (v, w) is an edge and w is not a descendant of v, w->pre < v->pre, and v->earlier

≤ w->pre.
Also, w->pre < u->pre since w is not a descendant of u (Lemma 18.3). Tracing back

through the recursions from v up to u, u->earlier < u->pre in the final phase of scc(u).
(ii) Suppose that in the final phase of scc(u), u->earlier < u->pre. This value must

be w->pre, taken when scanning some edge (v, w) where v is a descendant of u. At this time
w ∈ Kv.

Let R′ be the scc root of Kv. It is an ancestor of v so it is either an ancestor or descendant
of u. But it can’t be a descendant of u since w->pre < u->pre, so there is a path from u to a
proper ancestor R′ and u is not the root of Ku.

(iii) This establishes that so long as the ‘on stack’ predicate is correct, the roots of sccs
are properly identified. The stacks are cleared periodically, keeping the ‘on stack’ predicate
correct, i.e., those vertices on the stack are on sccs whose roots have not yet been identified.

19 Maximum-volume network flows

A Network N is a directed graph with a distinguished source node s and target node t, and for
each edge (u, v) a nonnegative capacity c(u, v) ∈ [0,∞).

There can be edges entering s and edges leaving t, so s is not a source in the sense of acyclic
digraphs.

Let E be the set of directed edges of N . A Flow on N is a map f : E → R satisfying the
following:

For any node v, the net flow out of v is defined as
∑

(v,w)∈E

f(v, w)−
∑

(u,v)∈E

f(u, v),

• The flow must be conserved at every node v except s or t: that is, the net flow out of v
is zero except if v is source or target.

• The flow must not exceed capacity: for every edge (u, v), 0 ≤ f(u, v) ≤ c(u, v).

(19.1) Lemma Let v be the net flow out of s. Then the net flow out of t is −v.

Proof. Add together the net flows out of all nodes v. For every edge (u, v), f(u, v) is added
to the net flow out of u and subtracted from the net flow out of v. Therefore the sum of all
net flows is zero. Since the net flow is zero except at s and t, the net flows out of s and t are
complementary.

(19.2) Definition The Volume of f is the net flow out of s.
The maximum (volume) flow problem is: given a network N , to construct a flow f whose

volume is maximal.
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Given a flow f , one wants to determine whether its volume is maximal, and if not, to
construct a flow f ′ whose volume is greater than that of f . This can be done using Augmenting
paths.

(19.3) Definition If e is an edge of N , suppose e = (u, v). Then e+ is (u, v), called a forward
edge, and e− is (v, u), called a backward edge. Given a flow f , the (residual) capacity of e+ is
defined as c(u, v)− f(u, v), and the (residual) capacity of e− is defined as f(v, u).

An augmenting path is a simple path consisting of signed (forward or backward) edges, all
of positive residual capacity. The capacity of an augmenting path is the minimum capacity of
the edges along the path.

Note that an augmenting path consists of a sequence of signed edges; the signs are explicit,
and the underlying edges need not be edges of N . Of course, the underlying edges must define
a simple path. Given a flow f and an augmenting path Π from s to t, let ε be its capacity.
Define a mapping f ′ on E:

For any edge (u, v) of N , if it occurs as a forward edge in Π (i.e., (u, v)+ is an edge on Π),
then f ′(u, v) = f(u, v) + ε; if it occurs as a backward edge on Π, i.e., (u, v)− is an edge on Π,
then f ′(u, v) = f(u, v) − ε; otherwise f ′(u, v) = f(u, v). Since Π is simple, the edge cannot
occur both as forward and backward edges.

(19.4) Lemma With f , Π, ε, and f ′ as above, f ′ is a flow and its volume exceeds that of f
by ε.

Proof. Let v be a node different from s and t. If v is not on Π then the flow values of all
edges incident to v are the same for f and f ′, so the net flow out of v remains zero. If v is on Π
then there are exactly two (signed) edges e1

± and e2
± on Π incident to v. If both are backward

edges then the flow is reduced by ε both, so the net flow out of v is unchanged. Similarly for
the other three combinations of signs.

Thus conservation holds for f ′.
Also, the capacity constraint holds. Suppose (u, v) is an edge. If f ′(u, v) = f(u, v), then

the capacity constraint still holds. If f ′(u, v) = f(u, v) + ε, then 0 < f ′(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) by
definition of ε. If f ′(u, v) = f(u, v)− ε, then 0 ≤ f ′(u, v) < c(u, v) by definition of ε.

Therefore f ′ is a flow. The source s is incident to exactly one edge on Π; if it is a forward
edge then the flow out of s is increased by ε; if it is a backward edge then the flow into s is
decreased by ε. In either case the net flow out of s is increased by ε.

Construction of augmenting path. One can search for augmenting paths from s by building
a tree of augmenting paths from s and continuing until t is reached or the tree cannot be
extended. In the description, a tree of augmenting paths is being built from s. S is the set of
tree nodes and F , the ‘fringe,’ is the set of nodes (always leaves of the current tree) from which
the tree can be extended.

The algorithm is as follows (f is a flow fixed on N). The algorithm needs to store both
out-edges and in-edges at each node.

• Keep a set F of ‘frontier nodes; initially S = F = {s}. Repeatedly
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Figure 19: Maximal flow by two augmentations. a : b means flow a and residual capacity b.
The second augmenting path contains a back-edge. The circle indicates a minimal cut.

• Remove a node u from F . For all edges (u, v) with f((u, v)) < c((u, v)) and v /∈ S, make
v a child of u with the linked marked ‘forward, residual capacity c((u, v)) − f((u, v))’,
and add v to F and to S.

For all edges (v, u) with f((v, u)) > 0 and v /∈ S, make v a child of u with the link marked
‘backward, residual capacity f((v, u))’ and add v to F and to S.

• Stop when t ∈ S or F = ∅.

• If t ∈ S, tracing back the tree links will yield an augmenting path and the flow can be
augmented.

• If t /∈ S, let T = V \S. Then f is maximal (see below).

(19.5) Definition A Cut is a partition S, T of the nodes of the network with s in S and t in
T . The capacity of the cut is the sum

∑

{c(u, v) : u ∈ S, v ∈ T, (u, v) ∈ E}.

(19.6) Lemma For any cut S, T , the flow volume is bounded by the capacity of the cut. If the
above algorithm fails to construct an augmenting path, then the cut S, T in which S is the set
of nodes visited has capacity equal to the flow volume, and hence the flow is maximal.

Proof. For any cut S, T , consider

∑

v∈S,w∈T

f(v, w)−
∑

v∈S,u∈T

f(u, v),

which is called the net flow across the cut. If one adds together the net flows out of all nodes
v in S, the total is the flow volume, because only s has nonzero net flow in S. Let (u, v) be
an edge with at least one end in S. If the other end is also in S, then the flow f(u, v) makes
a net contribution of zero to this total. If u ∈ S and v ∈ T then f(u, v) is added to the total;
if u ∈ T and v ∈ S then f(u, v) is subtracted from the total. Hence the flow volume is the net
flow across the cut.
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Hence the flow volume is bounded by
∑

v∈S,w∈T

f(v, w) ≤
∑

v∈S,w∈T

c(v, w),

so the flow volume is bounded by the cut capacity.
If S, T form the cut defined after an unsucessful attempt to form an augmenting path, then

for any u ∈ S, v ∈ T , if (u, v) is an edge then f(u, v) = c(u, v), since u but not v is visited; if
(v, u) is an edge then the flow is zero on it, since u but not v is visited. Hence for this cut the
flow across the cut equals its capacity.

(19.7) Corollary (theorem of Ford and Fulkerson). The maximum flow volume equals
the minimum cut capacity.

We now have an outline procedure for constructing a maximum volume flow: begin with the
zero flow, repeatedly search for an augmenting path, and, if found, augment, until a maximum
flow is reached.

There is no bound on the possible number of iterations; if the edge capacities are irrational
this procedure could continue indefinitely. Efficiencies are gained if the tree of augmenting
paths is built up breadth-first. This is achieved by maintaining F as a FIFO queue. Following
this strategy, we are assured that the augmenting path chosen is always as short as possible.
It can then be shown (Edmonds and Karp) that the algorithm runs in time O(m2n).

20 Syllabus for May 2018 exam

Besides the notes, you should look over the quiz questions. Items marked (X) identify algo-
rithms which you may be asked to simulate.

Bags: insert, delete.
(X) heaps and heapsort, sift up and down primitives, insert, delete min.
(X) Binary trees, search trees: insert, Hibbard deletion
(X) Redblack trees, fix double red, (details of fix rank deficit not required), insert, delete,

cost of these operations
Splay trees, amortised cost of splay-to-root, insert, delete.
Hash tables. Using random number generators and exclusive-or for hash functions.
Bloom filters: estimating the probability of a false positive, choosing k to minimise the

probability of false positives.
Union find: amortised analysis, cost of m finds and < n unions.
(X) Digraphs: topological sort. Topological sort by depth-first search. Sharir’s SCC algo-

rithm. Tarjan’s SCC algorithm. Correctness.
(X) Floyd-Warshall algorithm, runtime, and correctness.
(X) Dijstra’s algorithm, runtime, and correctness.
(X) Maximum flows, augmenting paths, max flow min cut theorem.

21 Fixpoint theorems (not examinable)
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